A quantum dot strongly coupled to a photonic crystal resonator is used to investigate cavity quantum electrodynamics phenomena in solid state physics. Nonlinear optical phenomena such as photon blockade and photon induced tunneling are observed in this system. The nonlinearity of this system is sensitive to intra-cavity photon numbers close to unity, and it has been used to demonstrate conditional phase shifts of 28 o at a single photon level and a second order auto-correlation of g 2 (0) = 0.9 in the photon blockade regime.
INTRODUCTION
Advancements in semiconductor fabrication technology and cavity quantum electrodynamics (QED) have led to a vast research effort in the field of cavity QED in semiconductor based cavity system. Researchers recently demonstrated strong light-matter interaction in different semiconductor cavities 123 including micro-discs, microposts and photonic crystal cavities. In our research, we work with photonic crystal cavities.
Photonic crystals (PC) are optical media where the refractive index changes in a periodic fashion. They can be used to guide and confine light by distributed Bragg reflection (DBR). By inserting some defects in that periodic structure (e.g., removing some holes) one can make a structure ( Figure 1 ) where light gets confined in plane by DBR and out-of-plane by total internal reflection (TIR). For the experiments described in this paper we use a linear three hole defect cavity (L3) constructed by omitting three holes in the photonic crystal lattice as shown in Fig. 1 . Quantum dots (QDs) are semiconductor hetero-structures that provide three dimensional confinement for electrons and holes. This confinement gives rise to a delta-function like density of states and makes the QD manifest atom-like properties. Hence it is sometimes regarded as an artificial atom. 5 When the QD is spectrally and spatially matched with the cavity, the QD and the cavity can coherently exchange energy between themselves and thus forms a system to probe light matter interaction in the regime of cavity QED.
In cavity quantum electrodynamics (QED), there are two distinct regimes: weak coupling regime where the coherent coupling rate (g) between the cavity and the atom is less than the decay rate from the cavity (κ) and the QD (γ); and the strong coupling regime where g is larger than κ and γ. The most interesting cavity QED effects occur when the QD is strongly coupled to the cavity. In this regime, the energy of the system coherently oscillates between the QD and the resonator, an effect known as Rabi oscillations. In semiconductor micro-cavity systems one can achieve another regime (called Purcell enhanced regime) where g < κ but g 2 /κγ >> 1. Cavity QED effects as spontaneous emission rate enhancement and dipole induced transparency can be observed in this regime.
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One major problem of coupling a QD to cavity is the inhomogeneous broadening of the QD. To reach strong coupling, one needs to couple the QD to the cavity both spectrally as well as spatially. We have developed local QD and cavity tuning techniques, 78 to overcome the challenge of spectral matching.
In this paper, we describe our recent effort to probe light-matter interaction in a QD coupled to a PC cavity. The paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we describe our system parameters, in section 3 we describe the coherent probing of cavity-QD system. In section 4 and 5 we describe two potential applications of this type of system: controlled phase shifts at single photon level and generation of non-classical light by photon blockade and photon-induced tunneling. In section 6 we comment on the future directions of this work and in section 7 we conclude the paper. 
SYSTEM CHARACTERIZATION
Our optical system consists of a photonic crystal cavity fabricated in a 160nm thick GaAs membrane by a combination of electron beam lithography and dry/wet etching steps, as discussed in Ref. 1 The membrane contains a central layer of self-assembled InGaAs QDs with an estimated density of 50/μm 2 . The system is first characterized by the photoluminescence (PL) observed from the cavity/QD, when it is pumped above-band by a continuous wave (CW) Ti-Sapphire laser. The frequency of the laser is optimized by observing the dot and cavity spectrum in the spectrometer. We tune the system from 4K to 50K and observed anti-crossing as shown in Figure 2 . The anti-crossing is a signature of the strong coupling between cavity and the QD. In this particular instant, the system parameters are g/2π = 8GHz,κ/2π = 16GHz,γ = κ/100; where g is the atom-cavity coupling strength; κ is the cavity decay rate and is given by ω c /Q (Q is the Q-factor of the cavity and ω c is the resonance energy of the cavity); γ is the QD spontaneous emission rate. To find other higher order electronic states of the QD we do power series measurement. The cavity and single exciton lines follow a linear relation with the laser power, whereas the bi-exciton follows a square law.
CONTROLLING CAVITY REFLECTIVITY BY SINGLE QUANTUM DOT : GIANT OPTICAL NON-LINEARITY
Once the system is characterized in PL and a strongly coupled dot is found, the system is probed resonantly.
Here we resonantly excite the system by a laser and measure the transmission of the laser through the coupled cavity/QD system. To get rid of the excitation background we used cross-polarized setup, where we excite the system by a vertically polarized light and observe the scattered horizontal light from the cavity. The reflectivity signal from a cavity is modified by the presence of a strongly coupled dot. During our initial experiments the laser wavelength was difficult to tune continuously due to the mode-hopping of the laser. The scanning was achieved by keeping the laser wavelength constant and changing the cavity and the QD resonances by temperature tuning.
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In our more recent experiments the reflectivity measurement is done by scanning a NewFocus 6319 tunable laser with linewidth < 300kHz. A spectrum obtained by this method is shown in Fig. 3 . One can observe that the QD induces a split of the cavity spectrum that has a Lorentzian shape in the uncoupled case. We also showed that the dip in reflectivity can be reduced by saturating the dot 1 with a very few intra-cavity photon and thus we showed a giant optical nonlinearity in a strongly coupled cavity/QD system (Figure 4) . Rererence 4 gives a good theoretical treatment of this nonlinearity. 
CONTROLLED PHASE SHIFTS WITH A SINGLE QUANTUM DOT AND A SINGLE PHOTON
Quantum circuit model shows that a controlled phase flip gate along with single qubit operations constitute a universal set of gates for Quantum Computation. 10 We showed that a PhC cavity coupled with a QD has the potential to implement a controlled phase flip gate 11 as depending on the photon numbers inside the cavity, the light gets a non-linear phase shift. This nonlinearity is again due to the saturation of the QD (when both signal and control beam are of same wavelength). The maximum phase difference obtained between single and two photons is 13 o at an intra-cavity photon number of 0.1. 11 Hence we can achieve non-linear optics in single photon level. Cascading several of these systems, we can achieve a controlled phase flip gate which provides a π phase-shift between input and output light depending on photon numbers. Figure 5 shows the signal phase difference as a function of incoming photon. By using two different frequency photons, we can achieve more phase shift (28 o ). This is caused by the saturation of the QD and a frequency shift of the QD due to the ac Stark effect, which can be used to realize large phase shifts. Figure 6 shows the signal phase difference when two different frequency light is used for signal and control.
NON-CLASSICAL STATE GENERATION BY PHOTON BLOCKADE
This strongly coupled system can also be potentially used to probe the photon blockade similar to those in atomic physics experiments. 12 Here we excite the system with a pulsed laser when the QD and the cavity are resonant and find the second order autocorrelation of the emitted light by means of a HBT setup. For classical light (where the photons follow a poissonian distribution) the second order autocorrelation g 2 (0) is 1. For a single photon g 2 (0) = 0. We observed anti-bunching of light (g 2 (0) < 1) when the laser is resonant with the polaritons (the eigen-states of the QD-cavity system). But during our experiment, we found another feature (which is previously known theoretically but not demonstrated experimentally) of bunching (g 2 (0) > 1) of light when the laser is resonant with the empty cavity resonance. We call it photon induced tunneling.
13 Figure 7 shows the second order autocorrelation with different exciting frequencies of the laser. Figure 7 . The second-order autocorrelation with the detuning (Δωp = ωp − ωc) of the laser frequency (ωp) with the cavity resonance frequency (ωc). We can see that at Δωp/g = ±1.5 we get anti-bunching. The deviation from intuitive value of Δωp/g = ±1 is due to the finite line width of the cavity and the Quantum Dot. Also at Δωp = 0 we see bunching.
The minimum g 2 (0) obtained from our experiment is 0.9. This value can be potentially improved by shaping the exciting laser pulse in spatial and time domain and thus improving the coupling of the first photon to the cavity. Cascading two cavities with QD is also a solution, but in present technology it is difficult to achieve due to very little control of positioning the QDs in desired places accurately.
FUTURE DIRECTIONS
After this initial demonstration of cavity/QD system as a potential candidate for Quantum information science, the next step will be to create entanglement between two distant QD/cavity system. For this, one needs multilevel system in a QD. There are proposals for using exciton-biexciton system to achieve that.
14 Also, the effect of two modes are interesting to look into, as already done in a micro-disk and atomic system. 15 Apart from these, we are also working on making an integrated nano-photonic structure (for Quantum Information Processing), some of which have been demonstrated already.
